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A Message from Sadr Majlis

My dear brother,

I hope and pray that you are keeping in the best of health. May Allah keep you safe, Ameen.
This year has been one of unprecedented significance across the world, unfortunately for all the wrong
reasons. The COVID-19 pandemic forced everyone to reconsider their priorities and the pandemic is
expected to have a continued impact across the whole world for the foreseeable future.
It has been a time for reflection for all of us, and as our beloved Huzur Aqdas
has reminded
us continually, we need to focus even more on prayers in these troubled times. It is also a time for increasing
our learning as most of us are bound to our homes in the Netherlands.
The end of the year for Majlis Ansarullah which runs from January – December is also a time for ensuring
that we continue to excel in our financial sacrifices, whether for our Majlis contributions, or for contributions
to the blessed scheme of Waqf e Jadid.
May the New Year be a source of blessings for all of you and your families. Ameen.

Mirza Fakhar Ahmad
Sadr Majlis Ansarullah Nederland
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Taleem and Tarbiyyat Seminar
26th – 27th December 2020
Alhamdulillah, the first virtual Talim-Tarbiyyat seminar was held on Saturday the 26th and Sunday 27th December
2020.
Proceedings of both days started with recitation of the Holy Quran, followed by Hadith, excerpts from the
writings of Hazrat Masih Maud (as) and poems.

The recordings are available on our YouTube Channel.

Day One
Opening Words for the day were presented by Missionary Incharge Naeem Ahmad Warraich Sahib Jama’at
Ahmadiyya Nederland in his speech he explained the importance of such sessions and advised that all attendees
should learn or revise many things over the course of two days.
Ibada’at (Prayers) in this presentation Daud Akmal sahib, Naib Sadr Majlis Ansarullah Nederland explained the
different levels of prayers and their importance in each Ahmadi’s life.
The Ten Conditions of Bai’at, this presentation briefly outlined the importance of the conditions of Bai’it and
the responsibility of each person who has taken the allegiance of Bai’it. This presentation was delivered by Attaul-Qayyum Arif Sahib, National Secretary Tarbiyyat.
Badri Sahaba an in-depth on the topic was delivered by Murabbi Safeer Siddiqui Sahib.
How to protect our children from the negative effects of Social Media where detailed tips on how to educate
our children were presented by Sheraz Haroon Sahib.
A Panel discussion was held with several panellists and was moderated by Ahsan Mahmud sahib. Various
questions were raised with the members.
Plan for the year 2021 was presented by Qaid Tarbiyyat Mohammad Afzal Malhi sahib
Closing words for first day were delivered by Ameer Jama’at Ahmadiyya Nederland and the first day
concluded with silent prayers.
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Day Two

2

The Talim plan for 2021 and the syllabus outlines were presented by Abdul Wasih Mubashir, Qaid
Talim.
 تربیت اوالد اور تبلیغ دین پر اثرات، تعلیم کے روحانی ترقیMurabi Saeed Ahmad Jatt sahib shared his knowledge
about how best to utilize and increase our knowledge for our spiritual enhancement.
An Introduction to Barakat ud Dua with extended information on Sir Saeed Ahmad Khan and his
writings which prompted the Promised Messiah (as) to lay out the foundations and need for prayer and
it’s acceptance in Islam.
Chaudhry Zafarullah Khan sahib and his Services to Muslims, Pakistan and Muslim world, also
some private moments in his life, his services to UNO and ICJ was covered in the presentation by Saeed
Ahmad Anjum sahib, in Urdu with many historical pictures of Hazrat Chaudhry sahib.
The background and recording of Hadith a very descriptive account on the subject was presented by
Abdul Hamid v/d Velden sahib Naib Ameer Nederland in his Dutch Speech

Panel Discussion which was moderated by Qaiser Shahzad sahib and the panel includes of Abdul
Hameed Velden sahib, Murabi Ibrahim Ahmad sahib, Naseer Ahmad Tahir sahib, Jawed Suleri sahib,
Boujamaa El Hadouchi sahib and Abdul Wasih Mubashir as members.
National Talim Plan of Jama’at Ahmadiyya was explained by Usman Ahmad sahib, Secretary Talim,
Jama’at Ahmadiyya Nederland
Closing words for second day were delivered by Mirza Fakhar Ahmad sahib Sadr Majlis Ansarullah
Nederland, after which he led the session to close with silent prayers.

The proceedings of all four sessions are available on YouTube at following links

Session One Day One https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwA_mkckuoc
Session Two Day One https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vk_ssc6vXMc
Session One Day Two https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0vHyNtcdrU
Session Two Day Two https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_XMSh-4g6o
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